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Only 20% of financial buying decisions 
are based on choice (i.e., product), 
yet we in the life insurance industry 
spend 80% of our time focused on this 
topic. Wouldn’t it make better sense to 
focus on what really motivates buyers? 
Attitudes and beliefs form the basis for 
80% of buying decisions. Now there is 
an exclusive program that can help you 
identify the financial buying power of 
your clients and prospects in 3-minutes.

Davis Life Brokerage has partnered with 
Legacy Marketing Group® and Real Life 
Management® to sponsor an exclusive 
professional and personal enhancement 
program for the financial services 
industry that can change people’s lives. 

The Make Your Legacy RealTM program 
for Producers can foster deeper client 
understanding and relationships, 
ultimately increasing sales! 

• Increase your closing ratio and 
case size by understanding how to 
communicate with each client in 
a way that will encourage a more 
positive response. 

• Improve your professional 
and personal relationships by 
understanding the strengths and 
weaknesses of the people you work 
and interact with every day. 

toUncover the

in just
Increased Sales

3 Minutes
KEY

CALL FOR YOUR FREE REPORT & ANALYSIS
Davis Life Brokerage’s Alison Young is a certified Real 
Life Management® coach. She is ready to show you what 
this 3-minute survey can mean to you and your practice.  

Did you know that 50% of sales in the financial services 
industry are lost due to lack of attitude awareness? I encourage 
you to take the 3-minute survey yourself by going to: 

www.davislife.com/3minutes 
(Choose Alison Young as your coach after taking the survey)

Alison will schedule time to analyze the survey and explain how you can 
use it to close the sales you walk past every day. She will provide you with 
a FRee 20-page report on your own attitude survey, and you will see the 
Real Life power of this program!



BOBTO THE RESCUE
By: Al Stockwell

One of our agents had a large case declined due to very high blood pressure.

SITUATION
Davis Life’s VP of underwriting, Bob Pedigo, discussed the case with the agent and the 
carrier’s underwriter.  The underwriter agreed to postpone rather than decline the case, 
and based on Bob’s advice, the client immediately went to his doctor to get his high blood 
pressure under control.

SOLUTION
After three months, the client’s doctor agreed to write a note stating that the client was 
coming in for regular follow-ups and that his blood pressure was well-controlled.  Armed 
with that letter, Bob was able to get the case issued Standard.

RESULTS
Often the life insurance underwriting process reveals for your clients the seriousness of 
their untended medical conditions.  If they’re willing to work with you, Bob can often 
pave the way to a better outcome.

Bob says that underwriters and paramed examiners are human, so mistakes can be made. 
That’s why it is so important that at Davis Life Brokerage, we have our own underwriters 
working for our agents to ensure that you are getting the best underwriting decisions 
possible.

Bob Pedigo is our Vice President of Underwriting. He brings over 30 years of expertise to the 
table to help you and your clients.  Bob works closely with all of our companies and their 
underwriters.  He can fully underwrite the case before we ever send it to a company so we know 
exactly what to expect.

FOR BROKER USE ONLY. Not for use with consumers.
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151a appears to be dead and gone!

On July 12, 2010, the u.S. Senate 
passed the Financial Reform Bill 
that includes a provision defining 
Fixed Indexed Products as insurance 
products and not securities.  The 
house has already passed the bill, 
and the President has signed it!

This is a great victory for the 
insurance industry!

We all recognize that the Fixed 
Indexed Annuities and Life 
Insurance products we offer 
consumers provide “safe money” 
alternatives to the many financial 
products Wall Street offers.  here at 
Davis Life, it has been a daunting 
feeling that we could potentially 
lose the right to offer these products 
in the manner we were accustomed 
to.  Defeating Rule 151a relieves 
you, our agent, and America’s 
consumers of the burdensome 
worry they would have had with 
nowhere else to turn except 

continue to ride the “roller coaster 
to nowhere securities market” of the 
last decade. 

Defeating Rule 151a is a testament 
to the power of an American grass 
roots movement.  Nearly 30 years 
in the business and I have never 
witnessed such camaraderie of 
agents, marketing companies 
and insurance carriers.  All of us 
diligently banded together over the 
last 18 months to be sure our voices 
were heard.  This shows that yes, 
our Democratic process can work; 
and yes, we can work together for 
a common cause to affect positive 
change!

Does this mean the fight is over?  
Definitely not.   We will continue to 
see more scrutiny by the securities 
industry regarding non-registered 
agents infringing on securities-
related issues with clients.  State 
regulators are continuing to refine 
and tighten suitability standards for 
all insurance products.  Insurance 

carriers are also tightening 
agent licensing, suitability and 
underwriting guidelines.  We 
will also see mutual funds and 
variable products beginning to 
create offerings that look more 
like indexed products in hopes of 
making their offerings look more 
like “safe money” products.

All of us at Davis Life are here to 
help you navigate this increasingly 
complicated regulatory landscape 
and help you provide client- 
focused solutions to their needs and 
concerns.  Consumers need safe 
money products more than ever.  
Please call us at 800-747-5612 so 
we can help you find ways to help 
your clients 
sleep better at 
night!

Jon Davis
F.S.A., M.A.A.A. & 

Co-owner
800-747-5612

Jon@DavisLife.com

By: Jon F. Davis, FSA

151a
AppEARS DEAD Declared for Insurance Industry!!

VICTORY



PJ Duncan
Director of Annuity  

Marketing
800-747-5612

PJ@DavisLife.com

Cell Phone 
numbers 

available upon 
request.

New Extended Hours to Serve Your Needs!

We’re your industry experts working harder and 

longer for you.

Monday – Thursday, 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. CST

Friday, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. CST

Our experienced and knowledgeable staff members, many of whom have 

home office and field experience, are uniquely positioned to offer a wide 

range of solutions you can access with one call for all your cases. 

 Five life marketers – over 85 years combined experience 

 Four annuity marketers – over 70 years combined experience 

 In-house underwriters – over 165 years combined experience 

 In-house actuary – over 20 years experience 

 In-house advanced planning marketer – over 30 years experience 

 LTC expert – over 30 years experience

Attorney Review Available for Wills and Trusts

Extended Hours
and Staff Expertise



Congress has not acted on estate 
Tax Reform Legislation even though 
several bills have been introduced 
in the house and Senate. Many 
professionals thought that Congress 
would merely extend 2009 Rules 
through 2010 and then deal with 
the issue in 2011. Now, we are in 
the middle of July 2010 and nothing 
has moved off dead center in 
Washington!

how do you help your clients who 
currently want to get their estate set 
up so that if they became a “grill” of 
a Mack Truck tomorrow their assets 
would pass to family members 
according to the goals set out by 
them?

There is NO ESTATE TAX in 2010.  
heirs are allowed to increase the 
basis (original cost) of an inherited 
asset up to $1.3 million (by power 
given to the executor of the estate). 
The surviving spouse can have 
an additional $3 million basis for 
inherited assets. If you do not have 
records to support the basis, the 
IRS will assume the basis is zero. In 
addition, if the decedent received 
appreciated property within three 
years before death, it has to be 
reported to the IRS and these assets 
will not be eligible for an increase 

in basis. “Step-up in Basis” is a big 
deal.  Instead of only a few sizeable 
estates being subject to the estate 
tax, now any estate with capital 
gains will be subject to tax. 

There are no guarantees that 
Congress will change the estate tax 
laws. They can simply do nothing 
and the exemption will revert to  
$1 million per person. In many 
ways, this change would be 
welcomed over the loss in the “free” 
step-up in basis.  An example of 
that would be an office building 
passing to a spouse purchased for 
$1.5 million; husband depreciated 
it so its adjusted cost basis was $1 
million. husband dies and the fair 
market value is $10 million. The 
estate wants to sell the building. 
under the “free” step-up in basis, 
there is no tax due. under the carry-
over basis, after applying for an 
increase in basis adjustment of $1.3 
million plus the spousal adjustment 
of $3 million, the estate would pay 
capital gains on $4.7 million, which 
would be $940,000.

Your clients need your help now. 
Their “window of opportunity” 
(insurability) may close at any time.  
A liquidity fund which will cover 
estate costs is not always available 

to your clients. On many occasions, 
I have asked a client to set aside 1% 
of their gross estate on an annual 
basis as premium on a survivorship 
life policy in an Irrevocable Life 
Insurance Trust. Almost always, it 
allows 100% of the estate to pass to 
the heirs. even if your clients have 
plenty of “liquid” assets available 
to pay the tax, it doesn’t make any 
sense to have those assets be taxed 
in the estate and then use them to 
pay the tax.  It is much more cost 
effective to buy “discounted” dollars 
with life insurance.

If Congress does nothing and allows 
the current legislation to “sunset,” 
or if at some future time there is 
no estate tax, your clients will still 
benefit because the liquidity fund 
will pass tax free to your clients’ 
heirs.  Don’t wait to see what 
Congress is going to do. help your 
clients now!

Ann Lewis
CLu

800-747-5612
Ann@DavisLife.com

Lack of

ESTATE TAX 
REFORM
By Ann M. Lewis
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Will Your Client 
Accept An Increased 
Premium on the Trial 
Application?
By: Bob Pedigo, CLU, FALU, FLMI,  
Vice President for Underwriting, Davis Life Brokerage 
As seen in Life Insurance Selling - Inside Track

Last time, we covered why it is not a good idea to send eight 
or 10 trial applications out at one time. Doing so saturates the 
reinsurance market and results in activity codes at the Medical 
Information Bureau, both of which may hurt your chance of 
getting the best quote from the best carrier for a particular risk.

In the Laser underwriting Approach, the preliminary 
application is completed for the brokerage agency. The 
agency’s staff underwriter then analyzes the request, reviews 
medical records, and chooses the one or two best companies 
for that particular risk based on his or her knowledge of what 
companies specialize in certain risks.

The staff underwriter can give you an idea of what rating may 
be put on this applicant’s risk. The underwriter can tell you, for 
example, that your applicant’s health condition will probably 
result in a Table D rating, which essentially means that your 
client would pay double the carrier’s standard premium rate.

As agents know, applicants have very individual needs and 
reasons for seeking life insurance coverage. The needs could be 
as basic as putting children through college or as complex as 
making sure a large estate or profitable business is protected in 
the event of untimely death. The applicant has a preconceived 
idea of how much he or she wants to budget for the life 
insurance purchase. If the agent suspects the application is 
going to need to be a trial due to medical or other information 
disclosed by the applicant, it is important for the agent to 
educate the applicant about the possibility of increased 
premiums or table ratings.

That brings us to question number six: “Will your client accept 
an increased premium?” Your immediate reaction may be to 
fall into an adversarial negotiation role and think “Absolutely 
not!” But remember, the staff underwriter is on your side. The 
staff underwriter wants to obtain the best rate for your client, 
just as you do.

Davis Life Brokerage6

The Laser Underwriter Approach 
yields accurate quotes and keeps 
the processes smooth by asking 

these 10 key questions:

1. What is your client’s medical 
history, including conditions, 
treatments, or medications?

2. What is the amount of the 
application?

3. What are your client’s age, 
tobacco status, height, 
weight, and ability to live on 
his or her own? 

4. Are you in competition?  
What are the other 
companies, face amounts, 
and ratings?

5. Do you have related 
applications with other 
companies, such as rolling 
over a policy or a 1035 
exchange?

7. Are there any avocation, 
financial, aviation, or legal 
concerns?

8. Is the amount of coverage 
appropriate for the client’s 
financial situation?

9. Are there any sensitive 
histories such as alcohol, 
drug, or motor vehicle 
problems?

10. What is the importance of this 
client to you, such as being a 
center of influence who could 
provide referrals? 

6. Will your client accept an 
increased premium?
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We’re back to the basics of the fixed 
annuity. In today’s low interest rate 
environment what are you falling 
back on to solidify your sale? It 
should be the first and foremost 
attribute of the fixed indexed 
annuity. 

SAFETY. It doesn’t appear that 
we’re headed towards an upward 
swing, so why not revert back to 
why the fixed indexed annuity was 
developed in the first place? Your 

clients should know that safety 
is the most important fact about 
a fixed annuity. From there you 
can then discuss the features that 
are now available such as income 
riders. This is a great way to self-
insure for potential long term care 
issues. 

The Pension Protection Act of 2010 
has opened up an opportunity for 
non-qualified annuities to be used 
for premium payments for long term 
care. But, keep in mind there may 
be a better solution for the client 
with a non-qualified annuity. Please 
give me a call for direction. What 
might look like the obvious solution 
may not be the best route for the 
client to take. 

Income riders still offer a huge 
opportunity to both the agent and 
the client. There are many options 
out there and we’ve reviewed all 
of them, finding only a few that 

provide both a base annuity to be 
competitive, while also the rider to 
be very client friendly. 

As we trudge through the 
deteriorating rate environment, 
let’s keep in mind that our clients 
need us more than ever. Our job 
is not only to provide safety, but 
to help protect what our hard-
working clients have acquired. 
We’re here to keep you informed, 
and to also provide direction and 
recommendation. We really do 
have an edge on the agent-direct 
carriers. We are seeing and talking 
about a number of different carriers’ 
products to help provide the best 
fit your client’s situation and as 
I’ve told most, we do not have a 
“product of the week or month.”  
We’ll offer a recommendation that 
first and foremost fits your client’s 
need. Give me 
a call and let us 
help you today!

PJ Duncan
Director of Annuity  

Marketing
800-747-5612

PJ@DavisLife.com

So, with this question, the agent 
and staff underwriter can help each 
other. If the applicant is not willing 
to pay increased premiums, it is 
good to make the staff underwriter 
aware at this point. 

The staff underwriter could then 
work with the agent to figure a way 
to possibly still get a sale. First, 
the staff underwriter knows what 
company would probably give the 
best offer. Next, the face amount 
could be adjusted to make the 
premium increase not appear so 
daunting. A little increase may fit 
into the budget after all! On top 
of that, the staff underwriter can 
recommend other products with 
which the agent may not be as 
familiar.

Thus, we see that there are ways the 
staff underwriter and the agent can 
rescue a tough situation and turn it 

into a life insurance sale using the 
Laser underwriting Approach. 

pJ’S pICKS
It’s prime Time for Fixed Indexed Annuities

Bob Pedigo, CLu, 
FALu, FLMI, heads the 
underwriting division 
at Davis Life Broker-
age. Mr. Pedigo is the 
former Vice President 
and Chief underwriter 
with Indianapolis Life. 
As the Vice President 
of underwriting for 
Davis Life, he assists 
producers in navigat-
ing their cases through the sometimes rocky sea 
of underwriting. In addition to being available for 
consultation with agents on tough cases, he is an 
advocate in working with home office underwriting 
departments. In addition to his 30 years of under-
writing experience, Bob also sold life insurance 
early in his career.
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We are Building
Insurance Around You!SM

Aviva has been the industry leader in indexed  life sales 
for more than five years.*  And now we’ve updated our 
Lifetime Builder product to make it even better!  With 
the new Lifetime Builder, you and your clients get:

Combine these features 
with our industry-leading 
Indexed UL chassis –

100% Participation 
Rate—GUARANTEED

Five Indexed Strategy Choices, 
including a Multi-Index Strategy

Lifetime Rolling Targets

Ability to switch between Fixed & 
Variable Rate Loan Options  
  

– and you’ll understand 
why we’re Building on 
the Best . . . to give you 
and your clients EVEN 
MORE from the indexed 
life experts.

Products issued by Aviva Life and Annuity Company, West Des Moines, 
IA. For agent use only. Not for use with the general public. Product form 
2ECG10 and 2WSCJ07. Product availability varies by state.

*   Source: The Advantage Compendium, an independent research firm  
specializing in indexed products.

Form 12345

• Strong Guarantees!

  Guaranteed account value enhancement of 0.6% 
beginning in the 10th policy year

  Guaranteed  Maximum Variable and Non-Preferred 
Fixed Loan Rates.

 Guaranteed  lifetime minimum Cap Rates

• Higher Cap Rates and illustrated rates

•No per $1,000 of face amount charge after duration 10.

 •   Tiered percent of premium load to encourage 
funding over target

 - Years 1-10:
  • 6% of premium up to target
  • 3% of premium in excess of target
 - Years 11+: 3% of all premium

• New and improved Early Cash Value Rider

• Banded Cost of Insurance Rates!

• 20% Free Partial Withdrawal

New Lifetime Builder marketing 
material suite focused around 
customer life stages!

For more information, 
contact 

Alison Young or 
Al Stockwell 

at Davis Life Brokerage.  

800-747-5612
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Long Term Care insurance has become an essential key to estate planning.  When it comes to offering 
LTCi to your active client base the age of 50 has become the new 60.  The younger you are when 
you purchase the policy the less you pay in premiums over your lifetime, and the more benefit you 
have available at time of claim. LTCi is the key to protecting your assets and securing your retirement 
planning process.  Plus, there are favorable tax advantages for business owners as well.

Long Term Care policies have so many moving parts that it helps to have an expert on your team that 
can sort through the different carriers’ products for you and also understand your clients’ medical 
history to get your business placed.  You need access to all the major carriers to help you make the 
right decision and offer the right policy design that works best for each situation.

In today’s marketplace the need to provide lifetime benefits and large daily benefit amounts have 
really changed due to the passage of the Deficit Reduction Act a few years ago. This law allows 
for asset preservation from spend down if you have a Partnership compliant policy that allows for 
preserving your asset base by the amount of benefits paid out by compliant policies. These types of 
contracts are available in a great number of states. With our assistance, insurance professionals are 
have been able to reduce premiums for their clients by using shorter benefit periods and providing 
daily benefits that may cover just 60% to 90% of actual costs.  Planners need to realize there is no 
way to plan your way out of income streams.  We are also seeing policies such as Prudential’s new 
evolution product that pays 80% of the actual charges for care.  

This health care reform also contained a provision called “CLASS” that mandates business owners 
to offer long term care to their employees and make it payroll deductible. This law has created a 
great opportunity for insurance professionals. In fact, make sure LTCi is a part of your practice and a 
necessary discussion you have with your entire client base. “CLASS” calls for premiums to be paid 
for a 5-year period before you become benefit eligible. Carrier products allow for benefits to be 
paid on day one of issuance and employer plans will be priced way below the projected cost of the 
government plan with very favorable underwriting for a group as small as three individuals.

Remember “LTCi is the glue that holds your retirement plans together TM.” Call Davis Life today to help 
you intelligently place your next LTCi Case. 

Estate 
Planning 
Key

Long Term Care:  
The Glue That Holds Your 
Retirement Plans Together

By: Gary A. Katelman, CLTC, President
LTC Benefits Group, Inc.



Making the change from a transactional 
approach to a planning approach can 
be difficult at first, but the payoff can be 
immediate and can provide excellent 
future opportunities. Let me show you the 
case of Tom Agent.  

Tom is a good annuity producer and 
routinely sells around $5 million in 
annuity premium each year.  he has 
been in the industry for over 15 years.  
Though Tom got his business started by 
selling life insurance and LTC, over the 
last several years he has steadily stayed 
away from this side of the business. 
After all, he is doing quite well with the 
annuity side and doesn’t want the hassle 
that comes with underwriting.  

The annuity business has become more 
and more competitive so Tom wants to 
recruit new clients and have reasons to 
see existing clients.  having 15 years 
of clientele, he can mine this list for 
new opportunities, while developing 
new ways to differentiate himself in the 
marketplace.

Let’s take a look at a few steps Tom can 
take right now to lower his marketing 
budget, become more diverse, and earn 
more money.

Existing Clients
Over the years, Tom has sold a lot of 
annuities to his clients because they 
wanted safety, tax deferral and the ability 
to access their money if needed.  As he 
talks with clients he finds their financial 
needs have changed a lot from when they 
initially met.  Many no longer anticipate 
using this money and have the intention 
of passing it to their children.  

Tom understands that an annuity is not 
the most efficient way to pass money on 
and shows them how they can create 
a real legacy.  Whether he starts to 
liquidate current annuities, use their free-

out provisions or RMDs, he has a great 
source of premium dollars that the client 
isn’t going to be using.

Current Clients
As Tom is working with his current client 
base he starts to look at some other 
opportunities.  First, he asks to review 
any current life or LTC policies they 
may already have.  With the reduction 
in mortality costs and the competitive 
environment right now, there is an 
excellent chance that a client’s current 
policy can be upgraded, either by 
increasing the benefit, lowering the 
premium, or possibly doing both.  It’s the 
easiest sale you’ll ever make!  

In addition to looking at their current 
policies, Tom is now asking more 
questions about goals they may have 
with their money.  he knows that less 
than 20% of annuity holders will ever 
access these funds for future needs.  With 
that knowledge, he knows that annuities 
are not an efficient way of passing money 
on to the kids, but life insurance is an 
excellent vehicle for this need.  Whether 
he looks at a fully underwritten policy 
or simplified issue product, he knows he 
can get more money to the kids, tax free.  
With the possibility of adding an LTC 
rider to the plan, he can instantly cover 
another major concern for his clients.

Future Clients: Two Great Opportunities 
Now that Tom is 50 years old, he 
anticipates slowing down in his career 
and shifting to a completely referral-
based business. What better way to 
get more referrals than to prospect the 
children of your existing clients?  

Studies show that Americans are saving 
less than ever.  Working with these 35 
to 50-year-old clients adds another 
dimension to your practice, while 
showing them how they can save now 
and get a tax-free retirement in the future.   

Tom considers the excellent position 
that delivering a tax-free death benefit 
would place him in when he hands 
his clients’ heirs checks for $100,000, 
$200,000 or more – TAX FRee.  In the 
future, if Tom can close 10% to 20% 
of life insurance sales from his current 
or future client list, he estimates 
within the next few years he will be 
able to write an additional 75 to 100 
applications. 

If the average size is $150k, that’s 
$15 million of future business he will 
be able to have a first crack at, not 
to mention all the commissions he’ll 
make on the new insurance he writes 
in the next couple months. 

Getting Started
The first step in this new journey can 
be difficult, that’s why it’s important to 
work with a company that understands 
your situation and can help with each 
step along the way.  Davis Life Brokerage 
has been in business for over 30 years 
and life insurance has always been 
a top priority for us.  With a team of 
underwriters, advanced planning support, 
actuarial support and top contracts, we 
are uniquely positioned to help you 
succeed in this marketplace.  Don’t 
trust annuity-only brokerage agencies to 
help you with your life insurance needs. 
At Davis Life, we offer you specialized 
expertise in both life insurance and 
annuities, and we can help you grow 
your business in 
both arenas.

Al Stockwell
MBA, FLMI

Life Marketing Director
800-747-5612

Al@DavisLife.com

Life with Al

LoWER YouR MARkETiNg BudgET,  
BECoME MoRE divERSE & EARN MoRE MoNEY

FULL SERVICE ANNUITY SALES

Davis Life Brokerage10
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LEGACYSM

LegacySM develops, markets, and administers fixed innovative, competitive, value-added annuities.
These are some of the carriers they work with:

American National Insurance Company, Galveston, Texas
Old Mutual Life Assurance Company, Baltimore, Maryland

Investors Insurance Corporation, Wilmington, Delaware

Davis Life Brokerage
Home Office 

800-747-5612
dlb@DavisLife.com  •  www.DavisLife.com

If you are in need of a company you don’t find on the list, please contact us.
We are contracted with several companies that don’t appear.

CARRIER  A.M. BEST RATING*  PRODUCTS
Allianz Life Insurance Company  A  excellent  Life, Annuities
American equity Investment Life Insurance Company  A-  excellent  Annuities
American Investors Life Insurance Company, an Aviva Company A excellent Annuities
AIG Life Insurance Company  A  excellent  Life, Annuities
American National Insurance Company  A  excellent  Life, Annuities
Assurity Life Insurance Company  A-  excellent  Life
AVIVA Life Insurance Company  A excellent Annuities
AXA equitable Life Assurance-MONY  A+  Superior  Life
Banner Life Insurance Company  A+  Superior  Life
equiTrust Life Insurance Company  B+  Good  Annuities
Forethought Life Assurance Company  A-  excellent  Annuities
Genworth Life and Annuity  A  excellent  Life, Annuities
Gerber Life Insurance Company A  excellent Med Supp
Great American Life Assurance Company  B++  Good  Annuities
ING Life Insurance and Annuity Company  A  excellent  Life, Annuities
Investors Insurance Corporation  A-  excellent  Annuities
John hancock Life Insurance Company-ManuLife Ins. Co.  A+  Superior  Life
Lafayette Life Insurance Company A++ Superior** Life
Liberty Bankers Life Insurance Company  B-  Fair  Annuities
Liberty Life Insurance Company, an RBC Company  A  excellent  Life
Lincoln Benefit Life Company  A+  Superior  Life, Annuities
Lincoln Financial Group A+  Superior  Annuities
Lincoln National Life Insurance Company-Jefferson Pilot  A+  Superior  Life
Life Insurance of the Southwest (LSW)  A  excellent  Life
Midland National Life Insurance Company  A+  Superior  Life
Minnesota Life Insurance Company A+ Superior Life
Metropolitan Life Insurance A+ Superior Life
MTL Insurance Company A- excellent Life 
Mutual of Omaha-united of Omaha  A+  Superior  Life, Annuities
North American Company for Life and health  A+  Superior Life, Annuities
Old Mutual Life Assurance Company  B++  Good  Life, Annuities
Presidential Life Insurance Company  B+  Good  Life, Annuities
Principal Life Insurance Company  A+  Superior  Life, Annuities
Protective Life Insurance Company  A+  Superior  Life
Prudential Insurance Company of America  A+  Superior  Life
ReliaStar Life Insurance Company  A  excellent  Life
Sagicor Life A- excellent Life
Savings Bank Life Insurance Company A+ Superior Life
Standard Insurance Company of Oregon  A  excellent  Annuities
Sun Life Financial  A+  Superior  Life, Annuities
Transamerica Occidental Life Insurance Company  A+  Superior  Life, Annuities
West Coast Life Insurance Company  A+  Superior  Life, Annuities

* All ratings reflect Financial Strength and are current as of 8-28-10. A.M. Best ratings for insurers’ financial strength and 
credit quality of obligations range from A++ (Superior) to F (in liquidation).
** A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best, the 2nd highest of 13 active company ratings for financial strength. 
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3737 Woodland Avenue;  Suite 600
West Des Moines, Iowa 50266-1934

800-747-5612

www.DavisLife.com
dlb@DavisLife.com

Davis Life Brokerage

There’s more . . . just look inside!

What’s Inside

• uncover the Key to Increased Sales in 3 Minutes!

• The Glue that holds Your estate Plan Together

• 151a: Victory Declared for Insurance Industry

• 10 Key Questions To Keeping a Smooth Laser underwriting Approach
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